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Abstract - -  An algorithm for solving systems of nonlinear algebraic equations i described. The 
Jacobian matrix is modified by using a convex combination of Broyden and a weighted updste. A 
q-superlinear convergence theorem and computational evidence xhibiting significant relative effi- 
ciency of the proposed method are given. 
1. BROYDEN'S  METHOD- -M1 
We consider a system of nonlinear equations 
f (x )  = 0, 
where z and f E R n. Let z be an approximation to a root x* of the above system. If x* = x + dx, 
then we have 
f(x*) = 0-- f (z - l -dz) - -  f+  f 'dx+. . .  ~ f+ Bdx, 
where f = f (z) ,  f '  is the Jacobian of f evaluated at z and B is an approximation for f ' .  Thus 
an approximate value for dz can be obtained by solving 
Bdz = - f .  (1) 
The next approximation, say $, to z* is then z* ~ $ = x + dx. Now f - - / ( z )  = f (£  - dz), or 
f = f -  fdx  +. . .  ~ f -  Bdx, 
where ] = f ($)  and ~ is an approximation to the Jacobian f '  at ~. Thus we have 
dx = y - f. (2) 
Let B = B + AB, then (2) leads to (B + AB) dz = ] -  f ,  or 
AB dz = ] - f - B dz, and using, (1) we get 
AB dz = f.  (3) 
If line search is used [1], then instead of f on the right hand side of (3), we have t -  1(]_ f)  _ B dz, 
the scalar t minimizes I I f (x  + t dz) [[, ] is the corresponding value of f and the usual two norm 
is used. We have shown in [1] that of all possible solutions to (3), the Broyden update [2] 
AB1 = ~]dz T, 
where ¢ = (dz T dz) -1, is the one which minimizes I[ AB [is _ Trace (AB ABT),  viz., the sum of 
the squares of the elements of AB. 
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2. A WEIGHTED CONVEX UPDATE- -M2 
It is shown in [1] that the update 
dz T V 
A B~ -- fl daT V da ' (4) 
minimizes 
II,aB I1~,-, = Trace (ABV-IABT).  (5) 
Let V = BTB and ds - -BT f .  Then, using (1), we have Vdz  - BTBda = - -BT f  -- ds, and 
(4) can be rewritten as 
A B~ = l / ]  ds T, (6) 
where 
In view of (5), AB2 minimizes 
v - "  (dsTdz)  - 1. (7) 
We propose the update 
where p is chosen so that 
Trace ( AB  B- I (  A BB-1)T) .  
AB --,- (1 -- p) AB1 +/J  ABe, 
II AB1 II = I l l 'B2 II. 
It is easy to check that (8) satisfies (3). 
Now, 
II ,",Bx II ~ - Trace (aS1 AB T) -- Trace ( , r21~ r dz f  T) = o'1 T ] = ur ,  
where r = ]T  ].  Also 
1[ AS2  [12 = Trace ( A B~AB2 T) -- Trace (u 2 ] ds T ds fT )  = uZ fT  fl _ u~ 
cg c~ 
where a = (ds T ds)-1 and it follows from (9) that 
P= v2. 
s2T 
(8) 
(9) 
(lo) 
3. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES  
In this section, we show that M2 locally converges q-superlinearly and compare its rate with 
that of M1. We assume that 2' : D C R n --, R n has an z* E D, such that f(z*) - 0 and 
f ( z* )  - J(z*) is nonsingular. According to Dennis and MorO's Theorem [3], to get q-superlinear 
convergence, we need only to prove that 
lira II (B~ - J(a')) (a k+x - a k) II = 0. 
~-oo llak+1 - xk II 
We require the following Lemmas. 
LEMblA 3.1. I f  P -- ~ da daT[(1 -p )  I + a ds dsT], then p2 = p ,  and, therefore, P is a projector. 
PROOF. In view of Equation (10) and the fact that ~ da da T ~ da da T -- ~r da da T we have, 
PP  - ~ da day [(1 - p) I  + ~ ds ds T] ~ da da T [(1 - p) I  + ot ds ds T] 
- [(1 - p) ~ da da T q- o" ot da da T ds ds T] [(1 - p) o" dz  da T Jr cr ct dz dz  T ds ds T ] 
- (1 - p)2 ~da da T "1- (1 - p) u¢~da daTds ds T + (1 - p) p ~r dz  da T "t" p~¢~ da dzTds  ds T 
-- (1 - p ) u da da T + ff a da dzT ds ds T 
- o" dz  da~ T [(1 - p) I -t- ~ ds ds T] 
=P .  
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LEMMA 3.2. If dx E R n is nonzero, E E R nxn, then 
1 --P2 ÷ P' [llEdzll) 2 (11) 
II v(~ - P )  IIF --< II E I1~' ~1 E I~ k II dx II " 
PROOF. From Lemma 3.1, it follows that P and I - P are Euclidean projectors and by the 
Pythagorian theorem, 
Or 
II E 112 = II EP 112 + II E(I - P)112 
II E(I - P)ll F = (11E il 2 - II EP 115)½, 
and since II E 112 - II EP 112 >- 0, we have [4] 
II E( I  - P) I IF  --< II E IIv 
Now, 
(12) 
1 II l l 2  EP (13) 
211E IIF nF" 
and 
ppT = 
therefore, 
IIEPII2 = Tr (EppT ET), 
(7 dx dx T [(1 - p) I ÷ c~ ds ds T] [(1 - p) I ÷ ads  ds T] ~ dx dx T 
(1 - p)2 ~r dx dx T ÷ 2(1 - p) a~ adz  dz T ds ds T dz dz T + ~r 2 adz  dz T ds ds T dz dz T 
o 'dzdx  T (1 - p2 + p), 
-- (1 -p2+p)Tr  (~rEdxdxTE)  
= (1 -p2+p) [ l~EdxdxT  II 2 
= (1 -~2+~)~.  
IIEPII2 
Using the above equation in (13), we get (11). 
(14) 
THEOREM 3.1. l f  J ( z )  E Lip~(D), Bk- i  E R n×n, Bk = Bk-1 + AB,  and Bk = Bk-1 + AB1,  
then, 
7 x* IIBk-J(x°)[[_< ll(Bk-l--J(x*))(I--P)[l+~([[zk-- 112+[[x~_l--x°[[2), (15) 
and 
7 X* -- X* l lBk - J ( - ' ) l l  _ l l(Bk-~-J(~'))(1-adzdxT)ll + ~( l lx~-  I12+I I~-~ H2) (16) 
PROOF. In view of (6) and (7), using ds T dx = dx T ds and ds T dx f ds T = f dz T ds ds T, (8) can 
be written as 
AB = (1 -p)~fdx  T +o 'a fdzT  dsds T 
-- o" f dx T [(1 - p) I + ads  dsT]. 
Therefore, 
Bk = B~- I  ÷ ~e(Yk_ l  - -  Bk_ l  dx) dxT((1 - p) I ÷ adsdsT) ,  
where Yk-1 = ] -  f .  
Let J (z* ) - .7.. Adding and subtracting ~r J, dx ((1 - p )  I + a ds dsT), 
Bk -  J .  - Bk_ l  - J .  +a( J .  - Bk_ l )dzdxT  ( (1 -  p ) I  +adsds  T) 
÷ o" (Y~-I - J .  dx) dx T ((1 - p) I + a ds ds T) 
= (Bk-1 - J . )  ( I  - P) + (Y~-I - Jo dz)  dz T ~r P. 
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Then, in the Frobenius or 12 vector norm, 
IlYk-I - J,d~ 112 II Bk - J, II _< II (Bk_x -- J ,) (I - P)II + 
II dx 112 
and using II P 112 = 1 and Lemma 4.1.15 from [4], we obtain (15). Equation (16) can be obtained 
in an analogus manner. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  dx E R n is nonzero, E E R nxn, then, 
II E( I  - P)HF <_ II E( I  - erdzdx T) IIF. (17) 
PROOF. From (14) and (12), 
(l lEdzll~ 2 
I I E ( I -P ) I I~  = I [E I I~- (1 -p2+p)  Ildzll J ' 
and 
l i E ( I -  crdxdz T) I1~' = i lEII 2 - ( l l  Edz i i) 2x 
\ II dxll / 
Since p ~_ 1 and 1 - p2 + p > 1, we have 
II E I1.~ - (1 _p2  +•,) ( l lEd=l l~  2 (ll Edz I1~ 2 
\ IId,~ll ,/ < I IEI I . I --  - \ I Idzll ) 
which proves (17). 
THEOREM 3.2. /fBk and J~t are, respectively, approximations for the Jacobians of M1 and M2, 
then, 
I IBk - J .  IIF < I IBk-- J .  IIv. 
PROOF. Let Ek = Bk - J. and ]~k =/}k - J., then, from Theorem 3.1, for MI, we have 
and for M2, 
liE~IIF _< Il Ek-l( I -  ~ dz dzT) llF + II (y~-~ - s. d,~ T) 112 IIdxlb 
II (y}- i  - s.  dx z)  112 
IlEklIF _< [[Ek-l (I-- P) lIF + 
[[ dx [12 
Therefore, in view of Lemma 3.3, we get II Ek IIF --< II Ek IIF. 
It is shown in [5] that M1 converges q-superlinearly. Evidently, from Theorem 3.2, it follows 
that M2 has q-superlinear convergence and its rate of convergence is better or at least the same 
as M1. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
The results of computational experiments are summarized in Table 1. Detailed results are 
available from the authors. All the nonlinear nonsymmetric problems in the set of test problems 
[6], usually used to evaluate new algorithms, were utilized. Initial Jacobians were evaluated 
numerically by finite differences. It is evident from Table 1 that M2 is significantly better than M1 
and its performance improves with increase in the size of the problems. For example, Broyden's 
method (M1) took ~% more than M2for n - 80. Furthermore, M2 failed only in six cases as 
compared to 17 for Broyden's method (M1). We found that M2 was more robust than M1 when 
n was large and/or the problem had severe nonlinearity. 
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Table 1. Average relative times for Method 1 with Method 2 as the tmiz. 
Size M1 M2 
n=20 1.18 1.00 
n=40 1.15 1.00 
n=80 1.33 1.00 
Average for All Sizes 1.23 1.00 
Non-Convergence/Divergence 17 6 
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